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Abstract
It has been proposed that a certain ZN orbifold, analytically continued in N , can be used to describe
the thermodynamics of Rindler space in string theory. In this paper, we attempt to implement this idea for
the open-string sector. The most interesting result is that, although the orbifold is tachyonic for positive
integer N , the tachyon seems to disappear after analytic continuation to the region that is appropriate for
computing Tr ρN , where ρ is the density matrix of Rindler space and ReN > 1. Analytic continuation of
the full orbifold conformal field theory remains a challenge, but we find some evidence that if such analytic
continuation is possible, the resulting theory is a logarithmic conformal field theory, necessarily nonunitary.
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1 Introduction
In quantum field theory, the replica trick1 is often used to compute entropies. For example, to compute the
entanglement entropy of quantum fields across a Rindler horizon in D-dimensional Minkowski spacetime, one
factors spacetime as R2 × RD−2 and replaces R2 by an N -fold cover, for some integer N , branched over the
origin in R2. A formal argument shows that a path integral on this cover computes Tr ρN , where ρ is the
density matrix for an observer outside the horizon.
To compute the Rindler entropy, one would like to analytically continue f(N ) = Tr ρN as a function of N to
the vicinity of N = 1, and then differentiate with respect to N to get the entropy −Tr ρ log ρ = −f ′(1). In this
particular example, one can directly access non-integer N by considering a cone with a general opening angle.
However, let us continue the discussion assuming that this option is not available, as that will be the case in our
1This technique may have originated in spin glass theory. See [1] for an introduction in that context.
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problem of interest. Then one reasons as follows. If ρ is a density matrix, that is, a positive hermitian matrix
satisfying Tr ρ = 1, then f(N ) = Tr ρN is holomorphic in N for ReN ≥ 1, and bounded in absolute value by
1 in that half-plane. Therefore, we expect that the function f(N ), initially defined for integer N , will have an
analytic continuation to the half-plane ReN ≥ 1, bounded by 1. By Carlson’s theorem,2 such a continuation is
unique if it exists, so once we know Tr ρN for positive integer N , we can determine it throughout the half-plane
ReN ≥ 1 by finding the appropriate analytic continuation. Then taking a derivative at N = 1 will give the
entropy.
In local quantum field theory in a background spacetime, this procedure is not rigorously valid because
observations outside the horizon cannot really be described by a density matrix (basically because the algebra
of observables outside the horizon is a von Neumann algebra of Type III, not of Type I). Still, in practice, this
procedure frequently gives good results.
In string theory, we cannot apply the replica trick in precisely the fashion stated, because there is no known
conformal field theory whose target space is an N -fold cover of R2, branched over the origin. However, an
alternative has been suggested in the form of an R2/ZN orbifold [3], where, for technical reasons, we will
assume N to be odd; the even N case is slightly different.3
Now, formally, the orbifold computes Tr ρ1/N . Again, one might hope to analytically continue from odd
integer values of N and eventually to compute the entropy by differentiating at N = 1. This program runs
into a variety of difficulties. Formally, Tr ρ1/N should be given by the exponential of the sum of amplitudes
for connected string worldsheets, so the (unexponentiated) sum of connected worldsheets should compute
log Tr ρ1/N . The 1-loop approximation log Tr ρ1/N
∣∣
1
would be
log Tr ρ1/N
∣∣∣
1
= Z1,N , (1.1)
where Z1,N is the 1-loop vacuum amplitude of the orbifold.
However, the closed-string spectrum of the orbifold is tachyonic, and as a result the integral in (1.1) is
infrared-divergent. This statement holds for both closed and open strings, though there is no tachyon in the
open-string spectrum. In an open-string 1-loop amplitude, the divergence results from closed-string exchange
in the crossed channel.
This problem in computing Tr ρ1/N for N > 1 should not be too discouraging, because in quantum mechanics
in general, Tr ρ1/N can be divergent if N > 1. But it does mean that we need a more refined starting point for
analytic continuation. For this, as in [3, 4], we use the standard representation of Z1,N as an integral over a
2The theorem says that a function f(N) that is holomorphic for ReN ≥ 1, vanishes for positive integer N , and obeys certain
bounds on its growth is identically zero. The required bounds are that f(N) is exponentially bounded throughout the half-plane
ReN ≥ 1, meaning that |f(N)| < C exp(λ|N |) for some constants C, λ, and moreover that on the line ReN = 1, such a bound
holds with λ < pi. See [2], p. 153. The growth conditions exclude counterexamples such as sin piN , e
−N
N
sin piN and eN
2
sinpiN .
Carlson’s theorem has an obvious analog for a function that vanishes on the positive odd integers, which can be reduced to the case
of a function that vanishes on all positive integers by the mapping N → 1 + (N − 1)/2. It is this version of the theorem that we
will actually use later, since we will consider a ZN orbifold for odd N .
3For a previous attempt to use this orbifold to compute the Rindler entropy, see [4]. For alternative approaches to entanglement
entropy in string theory, see [5–8].
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modular parameter. For open strings, the formula reads
Z1,N = 1
2
∫ ∞
0
dT
T
ZN (T ), (1.2)
where T is a real proper time parameter and ZN (T ) is the 1-loop partition function with modular parameter
T . (To lighten notation, we write this as ZN (T ) rather than Z1,N (T ). Similarly, we will sometimes write, for
example, just Tr ρ1/N , not Tr ρ1/N
∣∣
1
.) This formula has a well-known analog for closed strings.
Moreover, one can write an explicit formula for ZN (T ) or its closed-string analog. The question then
arises of whether one can analytically continue these functions away from positive odd integer values of N in a
reasonable way. The most interesting version of the problem is for closed strings, since the graviton is described
by a closed string. But that version of the problem appears more difficult and in this paper we will consider
open strings. In fact, we will consider the simplest open-string problem, which is the case of a Dp-brane whose
worldvolume crosses the Rindler horizon. Thus in Type II superstring theory on R2/ZN × R8, we consider a
Dp-brane with worldvolume R2/ZN × Rp−1.
In this context, it is possible to explicitly describe the unique continuation of ZN (T ) to the half-plane
ReN ≥ 1, with bounded growth, that is allowed by Carlsen’s theorem. As a bonus, it turns out that this
analytically-continued function is actually holomorphic in a larger half-plane ReN > 0. Note that ReN > 0
is equivalent to ReN > 0 where N = 1/N . So in particular, we can analytically continue to ReN > 1. That
is the region where we really hope for good behavior, since Tr ρ1/N = Tr ρN , and in quantum mechanics in
general, Tr ρN is holomorphic for ReN > 1.
As usual, one can extract some information about the closed-string sector by studying the open-string
partition function ZN (T ) for small T . It turns out that to the extent that the closed-string sector can be
probed in this way, it is tachyon-free for ReN > 1. This means that there is no exponential divergence in
the integral that is supposed to compute log Tr ρN . The integral may still have a power-law divergence for
T → 0 due to the exchange of massless closed-string states. As always in string theory, such a divergence is an
infrared divergence. In fact, we should expect such a divergence if p is too large. Recall that 1-loop scattering
amplitudes of modes that propagate on the Dp-brane worldvolume are infrared-divergent for p > 6, because
the Dp-brane acts as a source for massless bosons (the dilaton and graviton) that propagate in bulk, and this
produces infrared-divergent effects if the number of dimensions transverse to the Dp-brane is too small. It turns
out, however, that the bound we need to make Tr ρN infrared-finite is stronger than p ≤ 6. For ReN > 1, Tr ρN
turns out to be infrared-finite for p ≤ 4. After differentiating with respect to N and setting N = 1, one finds
that Tr ρ log ρ is infrared-finite for p ≤ 2. The proper interpretation is far from clear. However, at a technical
level, it appears that the unexpected behavior may be related to the fact that the orbifold theory, analytically
continued away from positive integer N , is a nonunitary logarithmic conformal field theory (see [9,10] for early
work, and [11] for a recent review). As we will explain, a logarithmic conformal field theory can potentially
lead to the sort of behavior that we will actually find.
In section 2, we describe our strategy for analytic continuation. Section 3 consists of a derivation of standard
formulas for the Dp-brane partition function. In section 4, we combine these ingredients to compute Tr ρN
and to investigate some of its properties. The paper also contains two appendices. Appendix A describes a
possible starting point for analytic continuation. Appendix B describes an alternative formula for the partition
function.
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The results in this paper will probably only be useful if it turns out that the closed-string version of the
problem has a reasonable analytic continuation. If that is the case, and the analytically continued closed-string
theory is indeed tachyon-free for ReN > 1, then presumably the one-loop closed-string contribution to Tr ρN
will be well-defined and finite. Even so, there would be a potential obstacle in going to higher orders: it will
be possible to get sensible answers for multiloop contributions to Tr ρN only if dilaton tadpoles vanish.4 Note
also that we compute the annulus contribution to Tr ρN without first discussing the disc contribution. The
reason for this is simply that a proper framework for the disc contribution is not clear. For a comment on this
contribution, see the conclusion of section 4.
2 Strategy For Analytic Continuation
The 1-loop amplitude for open strings is computed using a worldsheet that is an annulus I × S1, where I is
an interval and S1 a circle. The annulus partition function for strings in R10 can be written as a trace in the
open-string Hilbert space (but vanishes because of spacetime supersymmetry). The annulus partition function
for strings on the orbifold is obtained in a standard way as a sum of traces. Let U be a generator of the
orbifolding group ZN and, for integer k, let Zk,N be a trace in the open string Hilbert space with an insertion
of Uk (see section 3 for more detail). The orbifold partition function on the annulus is then
ZN (τ) =
1
N
N−1∑
k=0
Zk,N (τ), (2.1)
where τ is the modulus of the annulus. The factor of 1/N reflects the fact that the projection operator onto
ZN -invariant states is 1N
∑N−1
k=0 U
k.
For analytic continuation, we will use the fact that there is a meromorphic function J(z, τ) with the following
properties:
1. The twisted partition function Zk,N (τ) can be expressed in terms of J by
Zk,N (τ) = J(k/N, τ). (2.2)
2. J(z, τ) is a periodic and even function
J(z + 1, τ) = J(z, τ) = J(−z, τ). (2.3)
3. The residues at poles of J(z, τ) vanish exponentially for Im z → ±i∞. (More precisely, J and its residues
behave near ±i∞ in a way that permits the following computation.) Moreover, J(0, τ) = 0, because of
spacetime supersymmetry.
4A possible reason for such vanishing is as follows. A tadpole arises when a Riemann surface Σ degenerates to two components
Σ` and Σr glued at a point p. Writing V for the dilaton vertex operator, the tadpole amplitude is proportional to a product
〈V(p)〉Σ`〈V(p)〉Σr . At N = 1, both factors vanish due to supersymmetry. Differentiating with respect to N and then setting N = 1
will potentially eliminate the vanishing of one of the two factors but not both. This suggests that a dilaton tadpole may not
present a problem in multi-loop contributions to the entropy. However, the same reasoning suggests that there is such a difficulty in
multi-loop contributions to Tr ρN with ReN > 1. The potential problem is an infrared divergence due to gravitational and dilaton
back-reaction that is sourced by the tension of the Rindler horizon; this tension vanishes at tree-level assuming that the orbifold
CFT can be analytically continued in N , but it may be nonzero (for N 6= 1) in higher orders.
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4. Poles of J(z, τ) are at Re z = 0 or 1/2 mod Z. They are all simple poles except for a double pole at
z = 1/2.
The existence of such a J is a restatement of standard facts, and will be explained in section 3.
The orbifold partition function on the annulus is therefore
ZN (τ) =
1
N
N−1∑
k=1
J(k/N, τ), (2.4)
where we omit the term with k = 0 since J(0) = 0.
Consider the function
K(z,N) =
N−1∑
k=1
pi sinpiz
sin(pik/N) sinpi(z − k/N) . (2.5)
It is a periodic function, K(z + 1, N) = K(z,N), and bounded for Im z → ±∞. The poles of K(z,N) in the
strip 0 ≤ Re z ≤ 1 are simple poles of residue 1 at z = k/N , k = 1, · · · , N − 1.
Now let us make the periodic identification z ∼= z+1 to define a cylinder, and view the functionK(z,N)J(z, τ)
as a meromorphic function on the cylinder. We can view the orbifold partition function on the annulus as a
sum of residues of the function KJ at the poles of K on the cylinder:
ZN (τ) =
1
N
N−1∑
k=1
Resz=k/N (K(z,N)J(z, τ)). (2.6)
On the other hand, the sum over all residues of this function on the cylinder vanish. Here we need a condition
on the behavior of J(z, τ) for z → ±i∞; the formulas in section 3 will make it clear that there is no problem.
Therefore, we can get an alternative formula for ZN (τ) as minus the sum of residues at poles of J . (Since the
poles of J are at Re z = 0, 1/2, the set S of poles of J on the cylinder is disjoint from the set {1/N, 2/N, · · · , (N−
1)/N} of poles of K.) Thus
ZN (τ) = − 1
N
∑
z0∈S
Resz=z0
(
K(z,N)J(z, τ)
)
. (2.7)
If the poles of J(z, τ) were all simple poles, the formula would reduce to − 1N
∑
z0∈S K(z0, N)Resz=z0J(z, τ).
Actually, J(z, τ) has a double pole at z = 1/2, so setting S ′ to be the set of simple poles of J(z, τ), the correct
version of the formula is
ZN (τ) =− 1
N
∑
z0∈S′
K(z0, N)Resz=z0J(z, τ)
− 1
N
∂zK(z,N)|z=1/2 Resz=1/2 ((z − 1/2)J(z, τ)) . (2.8)
(This treatment of the double pole at z = 1/2 uses the fact that J(z − 1/2) = J(−(z − 1/2)), by virtue of
eqn. (2.3), so near z = 1/2, J(z,N) behaves as c
(z−1/2)2 + . . . , where c is a constant and the omitted terms are
regular.)
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From these formulas, it is clear that to analytically continue ZN (τ), all we need is an analytic continuation
of K(z,N). By Carlson’s theorem, if there is an analytic continuation of K(z,N) that is holomorphic for
ReN ≥ 1 and obeys suitable exponential bounds, then this analytic continuation is unique. In trying to find
this analytic continuation, one runs into a slight surprise. For fixed z, provided Re z is suitably constrained,
the analytic continuation in N suggested by Carlson’s theorem does exist and can be written explicitly. But
one has to use different continuations for different values of Re z. There is not a holomorphic function of z
and N that coincides with K(z,N) when N is an integer and satisfies the conditions of Carlson’s theorem as
a function of N for fixed z.
The poles of J(z, τ) are all at Re z = 0 or Re z = 1/2, so we only need to analytically continue K(z,N)
at those values of Re z. At Re z = 0, we proceed as follows. First, for integer N , an alternative formula for
K(z,N) is
K1(z,N) = piN cotpiNz − pi cotpiz. (2.9)
For Re z = 0, K1(z,N) is holomorphic in N for ReN ≥ 1, and satisfies the appropriate exponential bounds. It
is the unique continuation of K(z,N) from positive integer values of N that has those properties. As a bonus,
for Re z = 0, K1(z,N) is actually holomorphic in a larger half-plane ReN > 0.
For Re z = 1/2, we have to proceed more carefully and consider analytic continuation from odd positive
integer values of N . (This is natural because we will study an orbifold defined for odd N ; an analogous orbifold
for even N is slightly different [3].) For N an odd positive integer, an alternative formula for K(z,N) is
K2(z,N) = piN cot (pi(N(z − 1/2) + 1/2))− pi cotpiz. (2.10)
For Re z = 1/2, K2(z,N) is the unique continuation of K(z,N) from positive odd integer values of N that is
holomorphic in the half-plane ReN > 1 and satisfies the appropriate exponential bounds. Again, as a bonus,
for Re z = 1/2, K2(z,N) is holomorphic in the larger half-plane ReN > 0.
We can now write a version of eqn. (2.8) that exhibits analytic continuation in N . If S0 is the set of poles
of J(z, τ) with Re z = 0, S1/2 is the set of poles with Re z = 1/2, and S ′1/2 is the subset of S1/2 with z 6= 1/2,
then an analytic continuation of ZN (τ) that is holomorphic for ReN > 0 is
ZN (τ) =− 1
N
∑
z0∈S0
K1(z0, N)Resz=z0J(z, τ)−
1
N
∑
z0∈S′1/2
K2(z0, N)Resz=z0J(z, τ)
− 1
N
∂zK2(z,N)|z=1/2 Resz=1/2 ((z − 1/2)J(z, τ)) . (2.11)
As is obvious in the formulas we have written, K1(z,N) and K2(z,N) can be continued away from the lines
Re z = 0 and Re z = 1/2 to get meromorphic functions of z and N . But those functions are different. In this
sense, trying to analytically continue K(z,N) in the fashion suggested by Carlson’s theorem leads to different
results depending on the assumed value of Re z.
More generally, if one wants an analytic continuation of K(z,N) along the line Re z = a/b, where a, b are
relatively prime integers, one can restrict to N congruent to b mod 1 and use the function
K[a/b](z,N) = N cot (pi(N(z − a/b) + a/b))− cotpiz. (2.12)
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This has similar properties to K1(z,N) and K2(z,N).
In section 4, we will learn that to the extent that the closed-string sector can be probed from a knowledge
of the open-string partition function, it is tachyon-free if K2(z,N), after analytic continuation in z, is free of
poles in the strip 0 < Re z < 1. From the formula in (2.10), we see that to get a pole in K2(z,N), we need
N(z − 1/2) = k − 1/2 for some integer k. Equivalently, with N = 1/N , we need
N = z − 1/2
k − 1/2 . (2.13)
For k ∈ Z and 0 < Re z < 1, the right hand side has real part less than 1, so there is no pole in the strip if
ReN ≥ 1. This is why, as stated in the introduction, evaluation of the 1-loop open-string contribution to Tr ρN
for ReN ≥ 1 does not run into a closed-string tachyon.
Because J(0, τ) = 0, we would still get a correct formula for ZN (τ) if we add a multiple of cotpiz to the
original function K(z,N); this would shift the coefficient of the cotpiz terms in K1(z,N) and K2(z,N) by an
equal amount. We have chosen this coefficient to try to make the formulas of section 4 as natural-looking as
possible. To be more precise, the coefficient was chosen so that an indication of non-diagonalizability of the
closed-string spectrum in the K1 contribution (which we tentatively identify with the Ramond-Ramond sector
of closed strings) only occurs for massive states. It is conceivable that this was not the best choice.
3 Dp-Brane Partition Function
In this section, we will study open strings on an annulus I × S1, where I is the interval 0 ≤ σ1 ≤ pi and S1 is
the circle σ2 ∼= σ2 + 2piT (fig. 1). For the metric of the annulus, we take ds2 = dσ21 + dσ22. A path integral
on the annulus has two useful interpretations. It describes an open string, of width pi, parametrized by σ1,
propagating in the σ2 direction for an imaginary proper time 2piT . The initial and final states of the open
string are identified to make a trace. Alternatively, the same annulus describes a closed string, of circumference
2piT , parametrized by σ2, propagating in the σ1 direction for an imaginary proper time pi. In this description,
there is no trace; the closed string is created from a “brane” at σ1 =0 and annihilated on the brane at σ1 = pi.
However, using conformal invariance, it is convenient to rescale lengths by a factor 1/T so that the closed string
has a standard circumference 2pi. Then σ1, which is the proper time in the closed-string picture, has a range
pi/T . This is 2piT˜ where T˜ is the closed-string proper time parameter
T˜ =
1
2T
. (3.1)
The small T behavior of the annulus – which corresponds to the ultraviolet region in field theory – is best
understood in terms of the large T˜ behavior of the closed-string description.
In section 3.1, we construct the annulus partition function for the Dp-brane. In section 3.2, we compute
the residues that are needed to evaluate the formula (2.11) for the analytically continued partition function. In
section 3.3, we discuss the closed-string sector.
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Figure 1: An annulus in which σ1 parametrizes an interval and σ2 parametrizes a circle describes an open string
propagating in the σ2 direction, or a closed string propagating in the σ1 direction, known as the crossed channel. The
closed string states that contribute all have L0 = L0, since the annulus is invariant under rotation of the circle parametrized
by σ2.
3.1 Computing the Partition Function
We will compute the annulus partition function for a Dp-brane in the orbifold using light-cone Green-Schwarz
fermions.5 These are a set of eight world-sheet fermions that transform as a spinor of a copy of Spin(8) that
acts on, say, the first eight coordinates in R10. We then construct an R2/ZN × R8 orbifold in which ZN acts
on, say, the first two coordinates, which we will call X1 and X2. Consider an element of ZN that rotates
X = X1 + iX2 by a phase exp(2piir/N), for some integer r. The Green-Schwarz fermions will then consist of
four complex fermions that are rotated by a phase that is the square root of this. Here it is important whether
N is odd or even. If N is odd, then a square root of exp(2piir/N) is again an N th root of 1, which one can
write as exp(2piir(1 −N)/2N). We will focus on this case, both because it is slightly simpler and because we
are interested in analytically continuing to N = 1, which is odd, so it is more natural to start with odd values
of N . (See [3] for a description of the corresponding orbifolds with even N .)
It is convenient to set k = r(1−N)/2, which is an integer assuming that N is odd. Then a general element
of ZN acts on the four complex fermions by a phase exp(2piik/N), and on X by a phase exp(4piik/N). The ZN
element with k = 1 mod N is a generator U of the ZN group.
Let H be the Hilbert space of open strings on R10, and H the corresponding Hamiltonian. The annulus
partition function on R10 in the Green-Schwarz description is
TrH (−1)F exp(−2piHT ). (3.2)
This vanishes because of supersymmetry. The open-string Hilbert space HN of the orbifold is just the ZN -
invariant subspace of H. The projector onto the ZN -invariant subspace is P = 1N
∑N−1
k=0 U
k, so the annulus
5What follows is a standard type of computation which we present for completeness; an equivalent set of formulas for this
particular orbifold has been described and discussed in [3, 4].
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partition function is
ZN =TrHN (−1)F exp(−2piHT ) = TrH (−1)FP exp(−2piHT )
=
1
N
N−1∑
k=0
TrH Uk(−1)F exp(−2piHT ) (3.3)
The k = 0 term in this sum coincides with (3.2), up to a factor of 1/N , and so vanishes. Thus
ZN =
N−1∑
k=1
Zk,N , Zk,N =
1
N
TrH Uk(−1)F exp(−2piHT ). (3.4)
We want to compute the annulus partition function for open strings that end on a Dp-brane whose world-
volume is spanned by X1, · · · , Xp+1. Except for bosonic zero-modes, the value of p is not important. One way
to see this is to observe that if one toroidally compactifies the dimensions Xp+2, · · · , X10, then T -duality on
some of those coordinates will change the value of p without affecting the spectrum of worldsheet modes other
than the bosonic zero-modes. For the bosonic zero-modes, there definitely is a dependence on p.
As usual, modes of a free field on an interval of width pi are conveniently compared to modes of a chiral free
field on a circle of circumference 2pi that is made by taking two copies of I glued together at the endpoints.
This circle can be parametrized by an angular variable σ1, 0 ≤ σ1 ≤ 2pi. Together σ1 and σ2 parametrize a
torus Σ with a modular parameter τ = iT and therefore6 q = exp(2piiτ) = exp(−2piT ). In computing Zk,N
from eqn. (3.4), all bosons and fermions obey periodic boundary conditions in the σ1 and σ2 directions, except
for the twist in the σ2 direction associated to the orbifolding.
The twisted partition function Zk,N is a product of factors coming from bosons and fermions:
Zk,N = Z
F
k,NZ
B
k,N . (3.5)
First let us compute the fermionic partition function ZFk,N . Let ψ, ψ˜ be a conjugate pair of chiral fermions,
twisted by angles ±2pik/N . For every positive integer n, the mode expansion of either ψ or ψ˜ contains a creation
operator that raises the energy by n units. The contribution of these modes to the partition function is a factor
(1− qn exp(2piik/N))(1− qn exp(−2piik/n)). (3.6)
More subtle is the role of the fermion zero-modes. Both ψ and ψ˜ have a zero-mode, transforming respectively
as exp(±2piik/N) under the twist. Quantizing these two modes gives a pair of states, of opposite statistics,
transforming under the twist as exp(±piik/N). The contribution to the partition function of these modes is
thus a factor
± (exp(piik/N)− exp(−piik/N)) = ±2i sin(pik/N), (3.7)
where the overall sign depends on which of the two states is bosonic and which is fermionic. Out of context,
there is no natural choice of this sign, a fact that is related to the fact that exp(piik/N) is a square root of the
twisting phase exp(2piik/N), but there is no natural way to choose the sign of the square root. This ambiguity
will disappear in a moment when we combine the contributions of the four complex fermions.
6Thus q is positive; in what follows, qα, for a real number α, will represent the positive number exp(−2piαT ).
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Finally, we should remember that the ground state energy of a complex chiral fermion that is periodic on
the circle is +1/12. Altogether, the partition function of such a complex fermion is
± 2i sin(pik/N)q1/12
∞∏
n=1
(1− qn exp(2piik/N))(1− qn exp(−2piik/n)). (3.8)
Combining four such multiplets, we get the fermionic partition function
ZFk,N = (2 sin(pik/N))
4q1/3
∞∏
n=1
(1− qn exp(2piik/N))4(1− qn exp(−2piik/n))4. (3.9)
Here the sign is correct. This may be seen as follows. When we expand (2 sin(pik/N))4 = (2i(eipik/N−e−ipik/N ))4
in powers of exp(2piik/N), only integer powers appear, so we do not need to choose a square root. The maximum
power that appears is exp(2piik/N)2 = exp(4piik/N). This is the same as the phase by which the given ZN
element acts on X = X1 + iX2, so it corresponds to angular momentum 1 in rotation of that plane. The
corresponding spin 1 mode is a gauge boson mode, which is bosonic, so it should appear with a positive
coefficient. We have chosen the sign in eqn. (3.9) to ensure this.
We can conveniently write
ZFk,N = F
4(z, τ), (3.10)
with
z = k/N (3.11)
and
F (z, τ) = (w1/2 − w−1/2)q1/12
∞∏
n=1
(1− qnw)(1− qnw−1), w = exp(2piiz). (3.12)
Now let us consider ZBk,N . The nonzero modes of the bosons can be treated rather as before. First consider
the complex boson field X that is twisted by exp(4piik/N). For every positive integer n, both X and X had a
mode of energy n. The partition function of these modes is
1
1− qn exp(4piik/N)
1
1− qn exp(−4piik/N) . (3.13)
This is just the inverse of the corresponding factor for fermions, except that the twist angle is twice as large.
Similarly, the ground state energy of a complex boson (untwisted in the σ1 direction) is −1/12, which will
give a factor q−1/12. We also have to include in light cone gauge the nonzero modes of six untwisted bosons
X3, · · · , X8. Including the ground state energy, these give a factor 1/η6(τ), where η is the Dedekind eta function
η(τ) = q1/24
∏∞
n=1(1− qn). Altogether, then the nonzero modes of the bosons give
1
q1/12
∏∞
n=1 ((1− qn exp(4piik/N))(1− qn exp(−4piik/N)) η6(τ)
. (3.14)
So far everything is just the reciprocal of what we would get for fermions with the same twist angles.
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However, for the zero-modes the story will be different.7 For open strings ending on the Dp-brane, the
fields Xp+2, · · · , X10 have no zero-modes. The fields X3, · · · , Xp+1 have untwisted zero-modes, as if we were
considering open strings in R10. And the fields X1, X2 have zero-modes in the σ1 direction that are twisted by
an angle 4pik/N in the σ2 direction; we call these modes twisted zero-modes.
The action for free bosons Xi on a Euclidean string worldsheet, in conformal gauge, is
I =
1
4piα′
∫
dσ1dσ2
∑
i,α
(
∂Xi
∂σα
)2
. (3.15)
The bosonic zero-modes are functions of the worldsheet “time” coordinate σ2 only. Integrating over σ1, which
runs from 0 to pi, and writing t for σ2, we get an effective action for the zero-modes,
I =
1
4α′
∫
dt
∑
i
(
dXi
dt
)2
. (3.16)
The corresponding Hamiltonian is H = α′
∑
i P
2
i , where Pi = −i ∂∂Xi . The path integral with the action (3.16)
on a line segment of length 2piT (rather than a circle) with initial and final values ~X and ~X ′ at the two ends
of the interval, computes the heat kernel
〈 ~X ′| exp(−2piTα′ ~P 2)| ~X〉 = 1
(8pi2α′T )n/2
exp(−| ~X − ~X ′|2/8piα′T ), (3.17)
where n is the number of components of ~X and ~X ′ that are considered. For open strings ending on the Dp-
brane, there are p − 1 zero-mode components with no twist in the t direction, so for those modes, n = p − 1.
To get the path integral on the circle for these modes, we set ~X ′ = ~X and integrate over ~X. The integral gives
V , the volume of that intersection, times 1/(8pi2α′T )(p−1)/2. The result is then a factor
V
(8pi2α′T )(p−1)/2
. (3.18)
If we take the R2/ZN×R8 model literally, then V is infinite. We could make V finite by toroidal compactification
of the coordinates X2, · · · , Xp+1, without significantly altering the rest of the discussion. In practice, it is not
necessary to do this explicitly. At any rate, we are interested in identifying contributions (to the entropy, or to
log Tr ρN ) that are proportional to V . If we were studying a D9-brane, V would be the volume of the Rindler
horizon; for a more general Dp-brane, it is the volume of the brane worldvolume intersected with the Rindler
horizon.
Now let us consider the twisted zero-modes. In going around the circle, X1 and X2 are twisted by the
rotation matrix
R =
(
cos(4pik/N) sin(4pik/N)
− sin(4pik/N) cos(4pik/N)
)
. (3.19)
The path integral on the circle is then given by setting X ′ = RX and n = 2 in eqn. (3.17) and integrating over
X, giving
1
8pi2α′T
∫
d2 ~X exp(−|(1−R)X ′|2/8piα′T ) = 1| det(1−R)| . (3.20)
7This is inevitable, because the path integral for the bosonic fields Xi, in the absence of a worldsheet B-field, is manifestly
positive, while the integral over the fermion zero-modes gave a result that is not positive-definite.
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Evaluating the determinant, we find that
1
|det(1−R)| =
1
4 sin2(2pik/N)
. (3.21)
This does not coincide with the inverse of the zero-mode contribution to a fermionic integral with the same
twist angle. From eqn. (3.7), but with k/N replaced by 2k/N , we see that the zero modes of a complex fermion
with twist angle 4pik/N would contribute a factor ±2i sin(2pik/N) in the path integral. The zero modes of a
twisted boson contribute the absolute value squared of the inverse of this. Thus there is an extra factor of
1/(∓2i sin(2pik/N)) = ±i/2 sin(2pik/N) compared to what we would expect if the boson path integral were just
the inverse of a corresponding fermion path integral.
Putting all these factors together, the bosonic partition function for k 6= 0 is
ZBk,N =
V
(8pi2α′T )(p−1)/2
1
4 sin2(2pik/N)q1/12
∏∞
n=1(1− qn exp(4piik/N)(1− qn exp(−4piik/N))
1
η6(τ)
. (3.22)
This can be written more simply in terms of the function F (z, τ) introduced in eqn. (3.12):
ZBk,N =
V
(8pi2α′T )(p−1)/2
i
2 sin 2piz
1
F (2z, τ)η6(τ)
. (3.23)
The overall partition function Zk,N = Z
F
k,NZ
B
k,N is then
Zk,N (τ) =
V
(8pi2α′T )(p−1)/2
i
2 sin 2piz
F 4(z, τ)
F (2z, τ)η6(τ)
, z = k/N. (3.24)
The right hand side is the function J(z, τ) that we need in eqn. (2.11) for the analytically continued partition
function.
This function has the properties that were claimed in section 2. To understand it better, let us look more
closely at the function F (z, τ) defined in eqn. (3.12). The infinite product is absolutely convergent for |q| < 1,
so F (z, τ) is holomorphic throughout that region. There is an obvious antiperiodicity F (z + 1, τ) = −F (z, τ)
(which leads to periodicity of F 4(z, τ)/F (2z, τ)), but actually there is a second periodicity under z → z + τ ,
which corresponds to w → qw, with w = exp(2piiz). To prove this, we can freely rearrange terms in the product
that defines F (z, τ), since this product is absolutely convergent, and we find
F (z + τ, τ) = F (z, τ)
(1− w−1)(q1/2w1/2 − q−1/2w−1/2)
(1− qw)(w1/2 − w−1/2) = F (z, τ)q
−1/2w−1. (3.25)
It follows then that
F (2z + 2τ, τ) = F (2z + τ, τ)q−1/2(qw2)−1 = F (2z, τ)q−2w−4. (3.26)
So F 4(z, τ)/F (2z, τ) is invariant under z → z + τ . In other words, as a function of z, this function is doubly-
periodic under the lattice shifts z → z +m+ nτ .
It is convenient to define
G(z, τ) =
F 4(z, τ)
F (2z, τ)η6(τ)
. (3.27)
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The function J(z, τ) is
J(z, τ) =
V
(8pi2α′T )(p−1)/2
i
2 sin 2piz
G(z, τ). (3.28)
The function G(z, τ) is doubly-periodic, meaning that for fixed τ , G(z, τ) is a meromorphic function on the
elliptic curve (or genus 1 Riemann surface) E = C/(Z + Zτ). From the product representation (3.12), we see
that F (z, τ) vanishes if and only if qnw = 1 for some integer n, which means that z is an element of the lattice
Z + Zτ . Similarly, F (2z, τ) vanishes if and only if qnw2 = 1 for some n, which means that 2z is an element
of the lattice. For 2z to be a lattice element means that z is congruent, modulo a lattice shift, to one of the
half-lattice points 0, 1/2, τ/2 or (1+τ)/2. Combining these statements, G(z, τ) has simple poles at the non-zero
half-lattice points z = 1/2, τ/2, and (1 + τ)/2, coming from zeros of F (2z, τ), and it has a third order zero at
z = 0. Up to a constant multiple, G(z, τ) is uniquely determined, for fixed q, by these poles and zeros, and in
particular the fact that the zero at z = 0 is of odd order implies that G(z, τ) is an odd function of z:
G(−z, τ) = −G(z, τ). (3.29)
Analogous properties of the partition function Z(z, τ) follow immediately, taking into account the additional
factor of 1/ sin 2piz. In particular, J(z, τ) has precisely the same poles as G(z, τ) except that its poles at z = 1/2
mod Z are double poles. Moreover
J(z, τ) = J(−z, τ) = J(z + 1, τ). (3.30)
It is possible to write G(q, z) in terms of theta functions, together with the Dedekind eta function [3, 4].
This representation is related to the product formula that we have given by the Jacobi triple product formula.
Because G(q, z) is a doubly-periodic meromorphic function, it is also possible to write it as a lattice sum; see
Appendix B.
3.2 Residues
In view of eqn. (3.28), we can slightly rewrite the formula (2.11) for the analytically continued partition function
ZN (τ) in terms of residues of G(z, τ) rather than J(z, τ):
2(8pi2α′T )(p−1)/2
V
ZN (τ) =− 1
N
∑
z0∈S0
iK1(z0, N)
sin 2piz0
Resz0G(z, τ)−
1
N
∑
z0∈S′1
iK2(z0, N)
sin 2piz0
Resz0G(z, τ)
− 1
2piN
∂zK2(z,N)|z=1/2 Resz=1/2G(z, τ). (3.31)
To evaluate this, we need a formula for the residues of G(z, τ).
We first consider the residue at z = τ/2 modulo the lattice. This corresponds to w = q1/2, where w =
exp(2piiz). From the product formula for G(z, τ), one finds that
G(z, τ)
z→τ/2∼ − 1
1− qw−2 ·
q−1/6
∏∞
n=1(1− qn−1/2)8
η8(τ)
. (3.32)
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Hence the residue of G(z, τ) at z = τ/2 is8
i
4pi
q−1/6
∏∞
n=1(1− qn−1/2)8
η8(τ)
=
i
4pi
η8(τ/2)
η16(τ)
. (3.33)
The other cases can be treated similarly. We note that z = (1 + τ)/2 modulo the lattice corresponds to
w = −q1/2. We have
G(z, τ)
z→(1+τ)/2∼ 1
1− qw−2 ·
q−1/6
∏∞
n=1(1 + q
n−1/2)8
η(τ)8
, (3.34)
so the residue of G at z = (1 + τ)/2 is
− i
4pi
q−1/6
∏∞
n=1(1 + q
n−1/2)8
η8(τ)
= − i
4pi
η8(τ)
η8(2τ)η8(τ/2)
. (3.35)
Finally, let us look at the residue at z = 1/2 modulo the lattice, which corresponds to w = −1. We have
G(z, τ)
z→1/2∼ − 1
w − w−1 ·
16q1/3
∏∞
n=1(1 + q
n)8
η8(τ)
, (3.36)
so the residue of G at z = 1/2 is
i
4pi
16q1/3
∏∞
n=1(1 + q
n)8
η8(τ)
=
i
4pi
16η8(2τ)
η16(τ)
. (3.37)
As a check on these computations, the vanishing of the sum of the residues of the doubly-periodic differential
G(z, τ)dz at its poles at z = 1/2, τ/2, and (1 + τ)/2 gives the identity
q−1/6
∏∞
n=1(1− qn−1/2)8
η8(τ)
− q
−1/6∏∞
n=1(1 + q
n−1/2)8
η8(τ)
+
16q1/3
∏∞
n=1(1 + q
n)8
η8(τ)
= 0. (3.38)
This is the identity, due originally to Jacobi, that was used by Gliozzi, Olive, and Scherk [12] to demonstrate
supersymmetry of the open-string spectrum using RNS fermions in light-cone gauge. The three terms are the
contributions to the partition function of the string from the three even spin structures on a torus. If we label
a spin structure in the usual way as ±±, where the two signs correspond to periodic or antiperiodic boundary
conditions in the σ1 and σ2 directions, respectively, then the three terms in eqn. (3.38) correspond to the −+,
−−, and +− spin structures.
Of course, in our calculation, we started with Green-Schwarz fermions, not RNS fermions. But we introduced
a ZN twist to construct the orbifold, and the evaluation of the partition functions in terms of residues involved
analytically continuing with respect to the twist parameter and extracting residues that arise at the points at
which the bosons are untwisted – leading to a pole in G(z, τ) from a bosonic zero-mode – while the fermions
are twisted by signs. The twisting of the fermions determines an even spin structure and the residue of G(z, τ)
at such a point is the RNS partition function for that spin structure.
8The residue is taken in the z variable, that is we want the residue of the one-form dz G(z, τ).
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3.3 Closed-String Sector
For closed strings, the R2/ZN×R8 orbifold has NS-NS tachyons and massless Ramond-Ramond states in twisted
sectors. This was shown in [3] using both the Green-Schwarz and RNS descriptions.
A short explanation in the Green-Schwarz language is as follows. We parametrize a closed string by an
angular variable σ1, with σ1 ∼= σ1 + 2pi. Consider closed strings that are twisted by an element Uk ∈ ZN in
the sense that, for any worldsheet field Φ, Φ(σ1 + 2pi) = U
kΦ(σ1). Since the value of k only matters mod
N , we can assume that −N/2 < k < N/2. For k > 0, the partition function that counts the right-moving
oscillator modes in this twisted sector is −G((k/N)τ, τ). (For k < 0, the formula is +G((k/N)τ, τ), leading to a
similar analysis.) To construct the orbifold spectrum in the twisted sector, we have to combine the right-moving
oscillator spectrum with a similar left-moving spectrum, and project onto the subspace of ZN invariants. We
have
−G((k/N)τ, τ) = q−k/N − 4 +O(qk/N ). (3.39)
The ground state, in RNS language, is an NS sector tachyon with L0 = −k/N , and the first excited level consists
of 4 Ramond sector states with L0 = 0. When we combine left- and right-movers and project onto the subspace
of ZN invariants, we are left with an NS-NS tachyon with L0 = L0 = −k/N and 42 = 16 Ramond-Ramond
states with L0 = L0 = 0. (The states with L0 = −k/N , L0 = 0, or vice-versa, are removed when one projects
onto ZN invariants.)
In the annulus partition function, we expect to see closed-string states propagating in the crossed channel.
Let us discuss the contribution that we should expect from the twisted RR states with L0 = L0 = 0. We
consider a twisted sector closed-string state that is emitted on the left in fig. 1 of section 3, propagates for
a proper time 2piT˜ , and is absorbed on the right. We have to compute the appropriate matrix element of
exp(−2piHT˜ ), where H = L0 + L0 is the Hamiltonian for the mode in question. Since we consider a mode
whose oscillator content has L0 = L0 = 0, H receives a contribution only from the effective Hamiltonian of
the untwisted bosonic zero-modes. This effective Hamiltonian can be worked out as in the discussion of eqn.
(3.16), with the only change being α′ → α′/2 because we take the closed-string circumference to be 2pi. Hence
H = α
′
2
∑
i P
2
i , and the analog of (3.17) is
〈 ~X ′| exp(−piT˜α′ ~P 2)| ~X〉 = 1
(4pi2α′T˜ )4
exp(−| ~X − ~X ′|2/4piα′T˜ ), (3.40)
which gives the amplitude for a twisted sector closed-string state to be emitted at a point X on the intersection
of the Dp-brane worldvolume with the Rindler horizon and absorbed at a point X ′ on that intersection. (For
closed strings, we have set n = 8, since all 8 bosonic coordinates along the Rindler horizon have zero modes in the
closed-string sector.) To get the full amplitude, we have to integrate X and X ′ over the intersection of the Dp-
brane worldvolume with the Rindler horizon. The dimension of this intersection is p− 1, so that is the number
of components of X and X ′ over which we integrate. The integral over X and X ′ gives V/(4pi2α′T˜ )(9−p)/2. We
also have to integrate over the proper time T˜ . The contribution of the massless modes to this integral behaves
as
V
(4pi2α′)(9−p)/2
∫ ∞
···
dT˜
T˜ (9−p)/2
, (3.41)
and this will be the dominant behavior for large T˜ if there are no tachyons. We will look for such behavior in
section 4.
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A twisted sector state in which the oscillator modes have L0 = L˜0 = n would, by the same reasoning, give
a contribution that would behave for large T˜ as
V
(4pi2α′)(9−p)/2
∫ ∞
···
dT˜
T˜ (9−p)/2
exp(−4pinT˜ ). (3.42)
We will find such contributions in section 4, but after analytic continuation, we will also find terms that cannot
quite be put in this form.
4 Computation of Tr ρN
We now have the information we need to make explicit the formula (3.31) for the analytically continued partition
function ZN (τ). We work out first the contributions proportional to K1 and then those proportional to K2.
4.1 The K1 Contribution
The contribution to the right hand side of eqn. (3.31) that is proportional to K1 is a sum over points in the
cylinder z ∼= z + 1 that are congruent mod τ to τ/2. Those points are at z = (r + 1/2)τ = (r + 1/2)iT , r ∈ Z.
A short calculation, using the residue formula (3.33), shows that the contribution of these points to the right
hand side of eqn. (3.31) is
− 1
4
∑
r∈Z
(
cothpiN(r + 1/2)T − 1
N
cothpi(r + 1/2)T
)
1
sinh 2pi(r + 1/2)T
η8(iT/2)
η16(iT )
. (4.1)
Going back to eqns. (1.1) and (1.2), the corresponding contribution to log Tr ρ1/N
∣∣
1
is
− V
8(8pi2α′)(p−1)/2
∫ ∞
0
dT
T (p+1)/2
∑
r∈Z
(
cothpiN(r + 1/2)T − 1
N
cothpi(r + 1/2)T
)
1
sinh 2pi(r + 1/2)T
η8(iT/2)
η16(iT )
.
(4.2)
T →∞ is the infrared region in the open-string channel, the region in which one would expect to agree with a
1-loop field theory computation using the massless states of the open string. The T →∞ behavior is dominated
by r+1/2 = ±1/2. After taking account of the large T behavior of the eta function, η(iT ) ∼ exp(−2piT/24), one
finds that the exponential factors cancel and the integral behaves for large T as
∫∞
··· dT/T
(p+1)/2, and converges
for T → ∞ if p > 1. This is the expected behavior in field theory. For p = 1, the integral is logarithmically
divergent for T →∞. This infrared divergence is present in the field theory limit (even for integer N) and we
cannot expect to get rid of it by going to string theory.
T → 0 is the ultraviolet region from the point of view of field theory, but in string theory, as usual, one
expects to describe the T → 0 behavior in terms of tree-level closed-string exchange in the crossed channel. The
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proper time parameter in the closed-string channel is T˜ = 1/2T , as we recalled in the introduction to section
3. To determine the behavior for small T , as usual one uses the modular identity
η(iT ) =
1√
T
η(i/T ), (4.3)
which implies
η8(iT/2)
η16(iT )
= (2T )4
η8(2i/T )
η16(i/T )
= (2T )4
η8(4iT˜ )
η16(2iT˜ )
. (4.4)
So we can rewrite the integral (4.2) in terms of T˜ :
− V
8 · 2(9−p)/2(8pi2α′)(p−1)/2
∫ ∞
0
dT˜
T˜ (11−p)/2
∑
r∈Z
(
coth(piN(r + 1/2)/2T˜ )− 1
N
coth(pi(r + 1/2)/2T˜ )
)
× 1
sinhpi(r + 1/2)/T˜
16η8(4iT˜ )
η16(2iT˜ )
. (4.5)
The sum over r is of the general form
∑
r∈ZW ((r + 1)/T˜ ) with a certain function W that is holomorphic
and bounded in a strip containing the real axis. For such a function, it is useful to write∑
r∈Z
W ((r + 1/2)/T˜ ) =
∑
m∈Z
∫ ∞
−∞
dr exp(2piimr)W ((r + 1/2)/T˜ ) = T˜
∑
m∈Z
∫ ∞
−∞
dx exp(2piim(xT˜ − 1/2))W (x),
(4.6)
where in the last step we change variables from r to x = (r+ 1/2)/T˜ . This procedure is essentially Poisson re-
summation. The terms with m 6= 0 vanish exponentially for T˜ →∞, as one learns by deforming the integration
contour above or below the real r axis. So modulo exponentially small terms, we reduce to T˜
∫∞
−∞ dxW (x). In
the present case, this is T˜ Y (N) with
Y (N) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dx
((
coth(piNx/2)− 1
N
coth(pix/2)
)
1
sinhpix
)
. (4.7)
There does not seem to be a convenient closed form for this integral, but some special cases relevant to the
entropy are
Y (1) = 0, Y ′(1) =
pi
4
− 1
pi
. (4.8)
The large T˜ behavior of the integral (4.5) is
− V
8 · 2(9−p)/2(8pi2α′)(p−1)/2
∫ ∞
···
dT˜
T˜ (9−p)/2
16Y (N). (4.9)
As discussed in section 3.3, this is the expected behavior for tree level exchange of a massless twisted sector
closed-string state. The integral converges for p ≤ 6. Since 9−p is the codimension of the Dp-brane worldvolume
in spacetime, the divergence for p > 6 occurs when this codimension is less than 3. This divergence is similar
to the standard infrared divergence that occurs for a Dp-brane of codimension less than 3, due to tree-level
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exchange of massless dilatons and gravitons. A Dp-brane of codimension less than 3 cannot really be treated
as an isolated object, in a way that is possible when the codimension is at least 3.
Now let us discuss the exponentially small corrections for large T˜ . First of all, tree level exchange of a closed-
string state is expected to produce a contribution proportional to exp(−2piT˜ (L0 + L0)) (times the amplitude
for the state in question to be produced by the boundary on the left in fig. 1 of section 3 and annihilated on
the right). We note that
16η8(4iT˜ )
η16(2iT˜ )
=
16
∏∞
n=1(1 + exp(−4pinT˜ ))8
1− exp(−4pinT˜ )8 (4.10)
is the same as Tr exp(−4piL0) in the Ramond sector of open strings, or equivalently in the right-moving Ramond
sector of closed strings. This has a simple interpretation: a standard fact in D-brane physics is that the closed-
string states that propagate in the crossed channel of the annulus have the same Fock space structure for left-
and right-movers, so the enumeration of these states is the same as the enumeration of states in the right-moving
sector, with the usual exp(−2pi(L0 + L0)T˜ ) replaced by exp(−4piL0T˜ ), since these states have L0 = L0. This
suggests that the K1 contribution to the analytically continued partition function represents, for large T˜ , the
contribution of Ramond-Ramond states in the crossed channel. (This interpretation may be oversimplified, as
it does not take into account the sum over r in eqn. (4.5), which also depends on on T˜ . If the interpretation is
valid, it depends on the precise choice we made of the K function with no pole at z = 0; see the conclusion of
section 2.) The massless twisted sector modes responsible for the behavior in eqn. (4.9) are presumably simply
the massless twisted sector Ramond-Ramond states of the orbifold; see section 3.3.
Some exponentially small terms come from the expansion of eqn. (4.10) in powers of exp(−2piT˜ ). Additional
exponentially small contributions come from terms with m 6= 0 in eqn. (4.6), which we have omitted so far.
The integral for general m is∫ ∞
−∞
dx exp(2piim(xT˜ − 1/2))
((
coth(piNx/2)− 1
N
coth(pix/2)
)
1
sinhpix
)
. (4.11)
Let us first suppose that N is an odd integer. The singularities of the integrand are then simple poles at
x = 2ik/N , for nonzero integer k not divisible by N . The contribution of a simple pole at Imx = b is evaluated
by shifting the integration contour upward or downward in the complex x-plane depending on the sign of mb.
This contribution is a constant multiple of exp(−2pi|mb|T˜ ). With b = 2k/N , this is exp(−4pi(k′/N)T˜ ), where
k′ = |mk|. That is the expected behavior due to twisted sector states with L0 = L0 = k′/N , which of course
are present in the orbifold theory at levels of positive mass.
What happens if we analytically continue away from odd integer N? The most important difference is that
now there are double poles at x = 2ik for integer k, in addition to the simple poles. The contribution of such
a double pole is not a simple exponential. The residue at a double pole has an extra factor of T˜ , leading to a
contribution of the form T˜ exp(−4pik′T˜ ), again with k′ = |mk|. What is the meaning of the extra factor of T˜?
It is not possible to get such an extra factor in a unitary quantum field theory, in which L0 and L˜0 can be
diagonalized. However, such contributions are possible in a logarithmic conformal field theory [9–11]. In such
theories, which are necessarily nonunitary, L0 and L0 are not diagonalizable. Suppose that in a two-dimensional
subspace,
L0 = k
′I2 +
(
0 1
0 0
)
, (4.12)
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where I2 is the 2× 2 identity matrix. Then in this subspace
exp(−4piT˜L0) = exp(−4pik′T˜ )
(
1 −4piT˜
0 1
)
. (4.13)
If the boundary state associated to the Dp-brane, when projected to this two-dimensional subspace, is a generic
linear combination of the two states, then the contribution of these states in the closed-string channel of the
annulus will have a term proportional to T˜ exp(−4pik′T˜ ).
Thus there is an indication that analytic continuation away from integer N , if it can be carried out sys-
tematically, gives a logarithmic conformal field theory. For the K1 contribution, which we tentatively interpret
as the Ramond-Ramond contribution in the closed-string channel, we have found such an indication only for
massive modes. For the K2 contribution, we will find such behavior also for massless states.
4.2 The K2 Contribution
The contribution to the right hand side of eqn. (3.31) that is proportional to K2 is a sum over points in the
cylinder z ∼= z + 1 that are congruent mod τ to either (1 + τ)/2 or 1/2. Let us first consider the contributions
at z = 1/2 + (r + 1/2)τ , with integer r. Using the residue formula (3.35), one finds that the contribution of
these points to the right hand side of eqn. (3.31) is
− 1
4
∑
r∈Z
(
tanhpiN(r + 1/2)T − 1
N
tanhpi(r + 1/2)T
)
1
sinh 2pi(r + 1/2)T
η8(iT )
η8(iT/2)η8(2iT )
. (4.14)
The contributions at z = 1/2+rτ are similar; we just replace r+1/2 with r and use the residue formula (3.37),
to get
1
4
∑
r∈Z
(
tanhpiNrT − 1
N
tanhpirT
)
1
sinh 2pirT
16η8(2iT )
η16(iT )
. (4.15)
(The r = 0 term here actually comes from the last term in eqn. (3.31), which originates in the double pole of
the partition function at z = 1/2.)
The infrared limit T → ∞ in the open-string channel comes from the terms in eqn. (4.14) with r + 1/2 =
±1/2 and the r = 0 contribution in eqn. (4.15). Other contributions vanish exponentially.
Let us look at the opposite limit T → 0. We have with the help of eqn. (4.3)
η8(iT )
η8(iT/2)η8(2iT )
= T 4
η8(2iT˜ )
η8(iT˜ )η8(4iT˜ )
,
16η8(2iT )
η16(iT )
= T 4
η8(iT˜ )
η16(2iT˜ )
. (4.16)
The analog of eqn. (4.5) is
− V
8 · 2(9−p)/2(8pi2α′)(p−1)/2
∫ ∞
0
dT˜
T˜ (11−p)/2
(
A(T˜ )
η8(2iT˜ )
η8(iT˜ )η8(4iT˜ )
+B(T˜ )
η8(iT˜ )
η16(2iT˜ )
)
, (4.17)
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with
A(T˜ ) = −1
4
∑
r∈Z
(
tanhpiN(r + 1/2)/2T˜ − 1
N
tanhpi(r + 1/2)/2T˜
)
1
sinhpi(r + 1/2)/T˜
B(T˜ ) =
1
4
∑
r∈Z
(
tanhpiNr/2T˜ − 1
N
tanhpir/2T˜
)
1
sinhpir/T˜
. (4.18)
The functions
η8(2iT˜ )
η8(iT˜ )η8(4iT˜ )
= exp(2piT˜ )
∏∞
n=1(1 + exp(−2pi(2n− 1)T˜ ))8
(1− exp(4pinT˜ ))8 = exp(2piT˜ ) + 8 +O(exp(−2piT˜ ))
η8(iT˜ )
η16(2iT˜ )
= exp(2piT˜ )
∏∞
n=1(1− exp(−2pi(2n− 1)T˜ ))8
(1− exp(4pinT˜ ))8 = exp(2piT˜ )− 8 +O(exp(−2piT˜ )) (4.19)
can be interpreted, respectively, as Tr exp(−4piL0T ) and as Tr (−1)F exp(−4piL0T ), in the right-moving Neveu-
Schwarz sector of a closed string. This suggests that the K2 contribution to the partition function represents,
for large T˜ , the contribution of NS - NS states in the crossed channel. (Like the analogous comment in section
4.1, this interpretation may be oversimplified.)
The contributions that can potentially grow exponentially for large T˜ come from the exp(2piT˜ ) terms on
the right hand side of eqn. (4.19). The corresponding contributions to the A and B terms in eqn. (4.17), after
setting r = s/2, can be conveniently combined together and written
1
4
exp(2piT˜ )
∑
s∈Z
(−1)s
(
tanhpiNs/4T˜ − 1
N
tanhpis/4T˜
)
1
sinhpis/2T˜
. (4.20)
We will return to this sum in a moment, but first let us look at the contributions that come from the
constant terms on the right hand side of eqn. (4.19). One might expect that they correspond to the exchange
of massless closed-string states. Now the A and B terms combine to
− 2
∑
s∈Z
(
tanhpiNs/4T˜ − 1
N
tanhpis/4T˜
)
1
sinhpis/2T˜
. (4.21)
The large T˜ behavior of this sum can be analyzed by a similar method to what we used for the sum that we
encountered in eqn. (4.5). Modulo exponentially small terms, the sum can be replaced by an integral
− 2T˜
∫ ∞
−∞
dx
(
tanhpiNx/4− 1
N
tanhpix/4
)
1
sinhpix/2
, (4.22)
leading again to a contribution to the T˜ integral in eqn. (4.17) of the form
∫∞
··· dT˜ /T˜
(9−p)/2. There are also
exponentially small corrections, controlled by poles of the function
V (x) =
(
tanhpiNx/4− 1
N
tanhpix/4
)
1
sinhpix/2
. (4.23)
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For odd integer N , this function has simple poles, corresponding to contributions of closed-string states with
L0 > 0. Upon continuation away from odd integer N , V (x) has double poles, suggesting a nondiagonalizability
of the spectrum, again at L0 > 0, as we found in section 4.1.
Going back to the potentially tachyonic sum in eqn. (4.20), Poisson resummation converts it to
1
4
exp(2piT˜ )
∑
m∈Z
∫ ∞
−∞
ds exp(ipi(2m+ 1)s)
(
tanhpiNs/4T˜ − 1
N
tanhpis/4T˜
)
1
sinhpis/2T˜
=
T˜
2
exp(2piT˜ )
∑
m∈Z
∫ ∞
−∞
dx exp(2ipi(2m+ 1)xT˜ )
(
tanhpiNx/2− 1
N
tanhpix/2
)
1
sinhpix
, (4.24)
where x = s/2T˜ . All contributions to the integral are exponentially small for large T˜ . The dominant contribu-
tions come from 2m+ 1 = ±1 and from the poles closest to the real axis of the function
P (x) =
(
tanhpiNx/2− 1
N
tanhpix/2
)
1
sinhpix
. (4.25)
Let us first discuss the situation for odd integer N . All poles of P (x) are simple poles. The poles closest
to the real axis are at x = ±i/N . But we can get a somewhat clearer picture by considering all of the poles
for |Imx| ≤ 1. As we will see in a moment, poles at |Imx| < 1 make exponentially growing contributions to
the analytically continued path integral, while a pole at |Imx| = 1 will make a contribution with a constant
or polynomial dependence on T˜ . For odd integer N , the poles with |Imx| ≤ 1 are simple poles at x =
±i (1− 2k/N), k = 1, · · · , (N − 1)/2N . After shifting the contour in the direction of positive or negative Imx,
we find that the contribution of such a pole to the integral in eqn. (4.24) is a constant times exp(−2pi|x|T˜ ) =
exp(−2piT˜ (1 − 2k/N)). Including the prefactor exp(2piT˜ ) in eqn. (4.24), the contribution of such a pole to
the analytically continued partition function is proportional to exp(4pi(k/N)T˜ ). This is exp(−4piT˜L0), with
L0 = −k/N . That is the appropriate value for the tachyonic twisted sector closed-string modes, as reviewed in
section 3.3.
What happens when we analytically continue away from odd integer N? There is then a double pole
at x = ±i, so the closed-string spectrum apparently becomes undiagonalizable. The double pole makes a
contribution T˜ exp(−2piT˜ ) to the integral. Combining this with the explicit factor T˜ exp(2piT˜ ) that is already
present in eqn. (4.24), we find that the double pole contributes a term T˜ 2 to the expression that appears in
parentheses in the formula (4.17) for the K2 contribution to the analytically continued partition function. This
leads to an integral over T˜ whose large T˜ behavior is
∫∞
··· dT˜ /T˜
(7−p)/2, not the familiar
∫∞
··· dT˜ /T˜
(9−p)/2.
As long as Re 1/N < 1, this term is subleading relative to exponentially growing contributions from poles
with |Imx| < 1. However, as soon as Re 1/N > 1, there are no poles for |Imx| < 1 and the poles with the
smallest imaginary part are the double poles at x = ±i. (This reflects the fact that for Re 1/N > 1, the function
K2(z,N) has no pole with 0 < Re z < 1. See eqn. (2.13).) Thus, as stated in the introduction, when continued
to Re 1/N > 1 or equivalently ReN > 1 where N = 1/N , the theory appears to be nontachyonic. In this
range of N , the dominant contribution for large T˜ comes from the double pole at x = ±i and has an extra
and difficult to interpret factor of T˜ relative to what one would get from conventional massless closed-string
exchange.
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As in eqn. (4.12), the double pole may correspond to a two-dimensional space of closed-string states that
appears when N is not an odd integer, and in which
L0 =
(
0 1
0 0
)
. (4.26)
These are states that propagate only on the Rindler horizon (analogous to twisted sector states of the orbifold)
since their contribution is proportional to the volume V of the intersection of the Dp-brane worldvolume with
the Rindler horizon, and not to the full Dp-brane worldvolume. If it is true that the K2 contribution corresponds
in the closed-string channel to the NS-NS sector, then the two states in question are NS-NS states.
To compute the 1-loop contribution to the entropy, we have to differentiate the 1-loop partition function
with respect to N at N = 1. Differentiating the integral in (4.24) with respect to N and setting N = 1, we get∫ ∞
−∞
dx exp(2ipi(2m+ 1)xT˜ )
(
pix/2
cosh2 pix/2
+ tanhpix/2
)
1
sinhpix
. (4.27)
Now the integrand has triple poles at x = ±i. The residue of a triple pole contributes an extra factor of T˜ 2, so
that the integral in (4.27) behaves as T˜ 2 exp(−2piT˜ ) for large T˜ . This means that the integral controlling the
entropy behaves for large T˜ as
∫∞
··· dT˜ /T˜
(5−p)/2. For the K1 contribution discussed in section 4.1, differentiating
with respect to N at N = 1 gives the expected behavior, with a coefficient that is determined by eqn. (4.8).
Concretely, the integrand in eqn. (4.24) has a double pole at x = i and a simple pole at x = i/N . For N
near 1 and x near i, the integrand in (4.24) behaves as
1
(x− i)2 −
1
(x− i)(x− i/N) =
i(1− 1/N)
(x− i)2(x− i/N) . (4.28)
For generic N near 1, there is a double pole at x = i and a simple pole at x = i/N . At N = 1, both of these
poles disappear, but if one differentiates with respect to N before setting N = 1, one is left with a triple pole
at x = i. To describe this situation requires a three-dimensional space of states, in which L0 can look like1− 1/N 0 10 0 1
0 0 0
 . (4.29)
This will reproduce the large T˜ behavior we have found, in all regimes.
The extra factors of T˜ and T˜ 2 that we have obtained from double and triple poles at x = ±i are difficult
to interpret. Taking what we have found at face value, it appears that the 1-loop contribution to log Tr ρN ,
ReN > 1 from a Dp-brane crossing the horizon is finite only for p ≤ 4, while the corresponding 1-loop
contribution to the entropy is finite only for p ≤ 2. One would have expected the bound p ≤ 6 from tree-level
exchange of a massless closed string. The proper interpretation is far from clear.
One point worth mentioning is the following. The Rindler horizon is flat in the absence of a Dp-brane, but
the gravitational field of a Dp-brane crossing the Rindler horizon modifies this flat metric. The correction to
the volume form of the Rindler horizon is proportional to 1/|x|7−p where |x| is the distance from the Dp-brane.
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The integral of this over 9 − p transverse directions behaves as ∫∞··· d9−px |x|−(7−p) and is infrared divergent.
Thus the Dp-brane corrects the classical Bekenstein-Hawking contribution to the Rindler entropy – the volume
of the horizon – by an infrared-divergent amount. In string theory, this might appear as a disc contribution,
though the proper machinery for that computation is not currently known. If the disc contribution to the
open-string entropy is infrared divergent, perhaps one should not be too surprised to have such a divergence in
the annulus contribution. Still, the rationale for the precise power-law behavior that occurs at large T˜ is not
clear.
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A A Reformulation Of The Problem Of Analytic Continuation
Let us first recall Buscher’s path integral derivation of T -duality [13]. We start with some two-dimensional
theory with a U(1) global symmetry and an action that we will schematically call I(X), with bosonic fields
X, some of which are charged under U(1) (there may also be fermion fields). The first step is to gauge the
symmetry, adding a U(1) gauge field A, with field strength F = dA, and to promote I(X) to a gauge-invariant
action I(X,A). Then we add a circle-valued field B, with period 2pi, and consider the extended action on a
two-manifold Σ:
Î(X,A,B) = i
∫
Σ
BF
2pi
+ I(X,A). (A.1)
The extended theory with this action is precisely equivalent to the original theory. To see this, one first performs
the path integral over B. If B were a real-valued field, the path integral over B would give a delta function
setting F = 0, and nothing more, meaning that the connection A would be flat, but not necessarily trivial.
Because B is circle-valued, one also has to sum over winding modes of B. This gives a further delta function
forcing the global holonomies of A to be trivial. This statement depends on the precise normalization of the
BF term in the action, and will change when this coefficient is changed (as we do below). With the chosen
coefficient, after summing over winding modes, we learn that A is gauge-equivalent to 0. So one can go to the
gauge A = 0, and one then gets back the original theory with action I(X).
On the other hand, given that the fields X include scalar fields charged under U(1), one can go to a “unitary
gauge” (at least in a suitable portion of field space) in which the phase of some charged field9 is set to 0, leaving
a reduced set of fields X ′. In such a unitary gauge (assuming the original action I(X) is quadratic in first
derivatives) A has a nondegenerate kinetic energy without derivatives and can be integrated out in a local
fashion. This gives a new action I˜(X ′, B), which describes the T -dual of the original theory.
A fairly well-known variant of this arises if we modify the coefficient of the BF term in the action and
9For a complete gauge fixing of this type to be possible, the action of U(1) on the target space of the original theory should be
faithful, meaning in the case of a linear model that the U(1) charges of the original fields should be relatively prime. Then some
product of those fields has charge 1, and the unitary gauge is defined by requiring this product to be positive.
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consider instead
ÎN (X,A,B) = iN
∫
Σ
BF
2pi
+ I(X,A). (A.2)
Here, since B has period 2pi, and the flux of F is an integer multiple of 2pi, the coefficient N must be an integer
in order that the action is well-defined mod 2pii, as is necessary in order for the Feynman path integral of the
theory to make sense. Repeating the derivation, the integral over small fluctuations of B still gives a delta
function setting F = 0, but the sum over winding modes of B now gives a delta function telling us that the
holonomies of NA are trivial, not necessarily the holonomies of A. This means that A reduces to a ZN gauge
field and the theory is equivalent to a ZN gauge theory, with only a ZN subgroup of the original U(1) global
symmetry being gauged. This ZN gauge theory is alternatively called a ZN orbifold of the original theory. The
path integral of the ZN gauge theory consists of summing over ZN twists around all cycles in Σ and dividing
by an overall factor of N (this last step is the ZN version of Faddeev-Popov gauge fixing). That is the usual
recipe for a ZN orbifold [14].
So a restatement of the problem of analytically continuing the orbifold with respect to N is to analytically
continue the theory with action ÎN (X,A,B) with respect to N . Unfortunately, it is not clear how to proceed.
The problem is somewhat similar to the problem of analytically continuing three-dimensional Chern-Simons
gauge theory with respect to its integer coupling constant k. That problem actually has an answer that is
useful for some purposes [15], but what is known in Chern-Simons theory does not have an obviously useful
analog for our present problem.
Going back to eqn. (A.1), one can ask what would be an orbifold in the dual description.10 Suppose it were
true that the extended action Î(X,A,B) had a dual ZN symmetry B → B+ 2pi/N . This is not really the case,
since that operation actually shifts the action by the topological invariant (2pii/N)
∫
F/2pi, which is an integer
multiple of 2pii/N and not of 2pii. Still, suspending disbelief, after orbifolding by B → B + 2pi/N , the period
of the field B would be reduced to 2pi/N . To get back to a scalar field with the standard period 2pi, we could
introduce C = NB. In terms of C the action would be
Î1/N (X,A,C) =
i
N
∫
Σ
CF
2pi
+ I(X,A). (A.3)
This does not lead by any standard method to a well-defined quantum theory, since the coefficient of the
CF term is not properly quantized. Still, we see that, formally speaking, a ZN orbifold of the dual variable
would give the same thing we might hope to get by analytic continuation from N to 1/N . As discussed in the
introduction, replacing N by 1/N is similar to considering an N -fold cover of the target space of the original
theory, rather than an N -fold quotient. In this paper, we have found some evidence that, if I(X) is a standard
worldsheet action in string theory, then the theory associated to such an N -fold cover, if it exists, is a nonunitary
logarithmic conformal field theory.
B An Alternative Formula For G(z, τ)
The function G(z, τ) that we encountered in section 3 is a doubly-periodic meromorphic function, so, for fixed
τ , it is can be uniquely characterized, up to a constant multiple, by its zeros and poles. These consist of triple
10This paragraph is a response to a comment by J. Maldacena.
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zeros at points of the lattice Z+ τZ, and simple poles at the non-zero half-lattice points.
Let us compare this to the behavior of some doubly-periodic functions. The Weierstrass P -function is
defined by
P (z, τ) =
∑
n,m∈Z
1
(z − n−mτ)2 . (B.1)
The sum requires some regularization, but does define a doubly-periodic function whose only poles are double
poles at lattice points. It is convenient to denote P (z, τ) as x. The derivative of the P -function is
y =
∂P (z, τ)
∂z
= −2
∑
n,m∈Z
1
(z − n−mτ)3 . (B.2)
Clearly x is an even function of z and y is an odd function. The definition of y makes it obvious that y
has a triple pole at lattice points and no other poles; because y is an odd function of z, it vanishes at the
nonzero half-lattice points 1/2, τ/2, and (1 + τ)/2, as well as translates of these points by lattice vectors.
Since y has only three poles (or rather one triple pole) in each fundamental cell of the lattice, it can have no
additional zeros. Thus the function 1/y has the same zeros and poles as G(q, w) and for fixed τ , the two must
coincide, up to a constant multiple. To fix the multiple, we just observe that near z = 0, 1/y ∼ −z3/2, while
G(z, τ) ∼ (2piiz)4/(4piiz) = −i(2pi)3z/2. So
G(z, τ) = −i(2pi)3 1
y
. (B.3)
A standard result is that the functions x = P (z) and y = P ′(z) are related by
y2 = 4x3 − g2x− g3, (B.4)
which is the usual description of a Riemann surface of genus 1 as an algebraic curve. Here g2 and g3 depend
on τ only, and are modular forms of weights 4 and 6, respectively11:
g2(τ) =
60
pi4
∑
m,n∈Z26=0
1
(m+ nτ)4
, g3(τ) =
140
pi6
∑
m,n∈Z26=0
1
(m+ nτ)6
. (B.5)
Eqn. (B.4) can be proved by comparing the expansions of the left and right hand sides near z = 0. The
statement y = P ′ = dx/dz is equivalent to
dz =
dx
y
. (B.6)
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